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Abstract
How can people communicate successfully
while keeping resource costs low in the face
of ambiguity? We present a principled theoretical analysis comparing two strategies for
disambiguation in communication: (i) pragmatic reasoning, where communicators reason
about each other, and (ii) other-initiated repair, where communicators signal and resolve
trouble interactively. Using agent-based simulations and computational complexity analyses, we compare the efficiency of these strategies in terms of communicative success, computation cost and interaction cost. We show
that agents with a simple repair mechanism
can increase efficiency, compared to pragmatic
agents, by reducing their computational burden at the cost of longer interactions. We also
find that efficiency is highly contingent on the
mechanism, highlighting the importance of explicit formalisation and computational rigour.
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Mark Blokpoel3

Introduction

Natural languages are rife with ambiguity (Wasow
et al., 2005), yet people seem to communicate efficiently regardless. How can people communicate
successfully in the face of ambiguity while keeping
resource costs low? There seem to be at least three
strategies communicators have at their disposal.
First, contextual information can be used to disambiguate the speaker’s intended meaning (Piantadosi
et al., 2012; Sperber and Wilson, 1986; MacDonald
et al., 1994), though context-sensitive computations
are notorious in computational cognitive science
for the astronomical demands they make on computation time (Fodor, 2000; Haselager, 1997; van
Rooij et al., 2011). Second, pragmatic reasoning
allows taking into account the speaker’s goal (e.g.
‘being informative’) (Grice, 1975; Sperber and Wilson, 1986; Goodman and Frank, 2016), but this
alone is not always enough to fully disambiguate

meaning (Schegloff, 1992). Finally, communicators can leverage the interaction itself by explicitly
requesting clarification (e.g. by asking ‘Huh?’ or
‘Who?’) in a process known as other-initiated repair (Schegloff et al., 1977; Purver et al., 2018).
This provides a possible way for communicators
to reduce their computational burden through interaction, potentially increasing communicative efficiency (Dingemanse, 2020).
To investigate the computational plausibility of
this potential gain in communicative efficiency we
present a theoretical analysis of other-initiated repair and pragmatic reasoning. Following Gibson
et al. (2019), we define efficient communication
as communication in which participants reach mutual understanding while requiring minimal effort
in terms of resource costs (deconstructed here as
the sum of computational and interactional cost).
We compare a novel agent-based model of otherinitiated repair with one of pragmatic reasoning
(Goodman and Frank, 2016) for both their communicative success and use of computational and interactional resources. Simulations are used to evaluate the models’ success and interactional resource
costs while a computational complexity analysis
is used to determine the computational resource
demands (van Rooij, 2008; van Rooij et al., 2019).
The results show that, on roughly equal terms
of communicative success, agents with a simple
repair mechanism can reduce their computational
burden compared to pragmatic agents, at the cost
of longer interactions. While this shows that an
efficiency-increasing trade-off is in principle possible, the question remains whether the computational advantage scales to more complex forms of
other-initiated repair. The work we present here
makes two contributions: 1) a proof of concept that
a simple form of repair can help communicators
outsource computational demands in interaction,
and 2) a framework for the careful theoretical anal-
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ysis of the interplay of cognitive and interactional
resources in human communication.

2

Background

A computational model of pragmatic reasoning in
communication that is widely used and has been
shown to fit empirical data of human communicative behaviour well, is the rational speech act (RSA)
model (Frank and Goodman, 2012; Goodman and
Frank, 2016). This model formalises communication as rational behaviour in which a speaker
chooses an utterance by maximising its utility,
where utility is defined as the probability that the
listener will correctly infer the speaker’s communicative intention1 . This means that the speaker
reasons about a listener when choosing an utterance. Likewise, the listener in the RSA model
reasons about a speaker by inverting this model of
rational utterance production: inferring what the
speaker’s most likely communicative intention is
given the utterance produced (using Bayesian inference). Thus, both RSA production and RSA
interpretation consist of a chain of recursive social
reasoning, eventually bottoming out in a literal (i.e.
zero-order) speaker or listener, which is where the
interaction is grounded in semantic meaning. We
take this model as our basis to implement pragmatic
reasoning for disambiguation in communication.
As mentioned above, another mechanism that
human communicators use to reach mutual understanding is repair (Schegloff et al., 1977; Clark and
Schaefer, 1987). Cross-linguistic work on informal
face-to-face conversation has shown that repair is
frequent (on average once every 1.4 minutes) and
that it is highly similar in form and function across
unrelated languages (Dingemanse et al., 2015). Attested repair initiations fall into three basic types,
which differ in the grasp they display of the trouble source: (i) open request (e.g. ‘Huh?’), (ii) restricted request (e.g. ‘Who?’) and (iii) restricted
offer (e.g. ‘At the market?’). These types are used
according to similar principles across languages,
with participants requesting clarification when necessary and reusing material when possible, resulting in repair sequences that appear to minimise the
joint effort of speaker and listener (Dingemanse
et al., 2015; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986).
Interactive repair is a universal and frequently

used mechanism for resolving trouble in communication. Here we hypothesise that it provides an
affordance that inference based on context or pragmatic reasoning does not: it allows at least part of
the computational burden of making inferences to
be offloaded onto interaction, in effect distributing
the process of reaching mutual understanding over
multiple interactional turns (Dingemanse, 2020).
This can be seen as a form of cognitive offloading
(Risko and Gilbert, 2016), with turns at talk constituting material symbols that can augment cognitive
processes (Clark, 2006). In this paper we combine
agent-based simulations with a computational complexity analysis to investigate the relative resource
demands of pragmatic reasoning and interactive
repair. We aim to find out whether other-initiated
repair can increase communicative efficiency by
relieving communicators of the computational demands of pragmatic reasoning, without that causing
a decrease in communicative success.

3

Methods

3.1

Computational models2

We use agent-based simulations to compare the
communicative efficiency (in terms of both success
and resource costs) of other-initiated repair (OIR)
and pragmatic reasoning. As reviewed above, people use both strategies for disambiguation in natural
conversation. Here, however, we separate them in
order to create a baseline comparison between the
two. We design two separate models: (i) an interactional model, in which agents have the ability
to use repair, but do not use pragmatic reasoning,
and (ii) a pragmatic model, in which agents use
pragmatic reasoning, but do not have the ability to
use repair.
Both models of communication start from a lexicon consisting of binary signal-referent mappings
(see Table 1 for an example). Depending on the
model of communication (interactional or pragmatic), speakers and listeners use this lexicon in
different ways in order to arrive at signal productions and interpretations.
3.1.1

Interactional model

In the interactional model, agents are literal communicators who do not use pragmatic reasoning
but can initiate repair. The main innovation we
present here is a model of other-initiated repair

1

We use the conventional ‘speaker’ and ‘listener’, though
we are aware that natural languages are produced and perceived in diverse modalities.
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2
The implementation code and simulation data are available at: https://osf.io/fxphv/.

s1
s2
s3
s4

r1
0
1
1
1

r2
1
0
1
0

r3
1
1
0
0

r4
0
0
0
1

Table 1: Example of a simple lexicon. s denotes a signal, and r a referent. This lexicon has an ambiguity
level of 0.5: every signal is associated with half of the
referents.

governed by the listener’s level of certainty about
the speaker’s intended referent. Our model consists
of three parts. First, after each signal production by
the speaker, we measure the listener’s uncertainty
as the conditional entropy of the probability distribution over referents given the signal (MacKay,
2003). Second, we define an entropy threshold
parameter which simulates the amount of uncertainty that the listener is willing to tolerate: when
a listener’s uncertainty falls above this threshold
(i.e. uncertainty is too high), they initiate repair
using an open request (which one can think of as
saying ‘Huh?’ or ‘What did you say?’) (for a
related use of entropy as a trigger for repair, see
de Ruiter and Cummins, 2012). Finally, we provide a simple mechanism for solving the ambiguity
problem indicated by the listener: the speaker can
send another signal associated with the intended
referent, and the listener then performs a conjunction operation to determine what referents are in the
intersection of the current signal and the previous
signal(s), thereby (potentially) reducing referential uncertainty. When the conditional entropy of
the listener’s probability distribution over referents
given the signal(s) received falls below the entropy
threshold (i.e. when uncertainty is low enough), an
interpretation is reached by choosing the referent
that has maximum posterior probability.
For example, imagine a speaker with an intention to communicate referent 2 who has just uttered
signal 3 based on the lexicon in Table 1. After
the listener has initiated repair, the speaker utters
signal 1, which leads to the association vector of
[0, 1, 0, 0] after conjunction, and now the listener
can be certain referent 2 is the speaker’s intended
referent. Below we give a computational-level description of production and interpretation in this
interactional model.

icon L : S × R → B mapping signal-referent pairs
to a Boolean value. We write L(s) to denote the
list of values for all referents given signal s. A dialogue history Dr which is a set of signals produced
earlier in a conversation {s, . . . }. The dialogue history Dr is relative to the intended referent r by the
speaker. An order of pragmatic inference n = 0.
And finally an intended referent r ∈ R.
Output: The signal s that maximizes the probability PrSS0 (s | r, LDr ), where
LDr (s, r) = L(s, r)

^

L(s0 , r)

s0 ∈Dr

For interactional production, the following equations are relevant:
PrSS0 (s | r, LDr ) = δS (s|r, LDr )

(1)

LDr (s, r)
0
s0 ∈S LDr (s , r)

(2)

δS (s|r, LDr ) = P

Equation 1 shows the probability of a signal
s given the intended referent r and the lexicon
updated according to the dialogue history LDr .
For an interactional speaker (who uses literal
production), this probability is given by Equation
2, which normalises the lexicon over signals, given
the intended referent.
I NTERPRETATION
Input: L, L(s), and Dr as defined for the production model above. An order of pragmatic inference n = 0. An entropy threshold Ht determining
whether the entropy H is too high or sufficiently
low. And finally an observed signal s ∈ S.
Output: LDr (s, r) as defined for the production
model above. Let PrL
L0 (r | s, LDr ) provide the
posterior distribution over referents given s and
LDr , and let H(R|s, LDr ) be the conditional entropy (i.e. uncertainty) of that distribution. The
output is of one of two types: a repair signal, or
an inferred referent given the signal and dialogue
history:


repair signal
if H(R|s, LDr )




> Ht
L
arg maxr∈R PrL (r | s, LDr ) if H(R|s, LDr )

0



≤ Ht

P RODUCTION
Input: A set of signals S, a set of referents R, a lex179

For interactional interpretation, the following
equations are relevant:
PrL
L0 (r | s, LDr ) = δL (r|s, LDr )

(3)

LDr (s, r)
0
r0 ∈R LDr (s, r )

δL (r|s, LDr ) = P

H(R|s, LDr ) =

X

(4)

Pr(r | s, LDr )×

r∈R

log2

1
Pr(r | s, LDr )

(5)

Equation 3 shows the probability of a referent
r given the received signal s and the lexicon updated according to the dialogue history LDr . For
an interactional listener (who uses literal interpretation), this probability is given by Equation 4, which
normalises the lexicon over referents given the received signal. Finally, the conditional entropy of
the probability distribution over referents given the
signal and the lexicon updated according to the
dialogue history is shown in Equation 5.

reasoning (n + 1) when too uncertain about the
speaker’s intended referent. Thus, they decide how
to proceed based on their own uncertainty, somewhat analogously to how the interactional listener
decides whether to initiate repair. In contrast, a
fully pragmatic listener starts at the maximum order of pragmatic reasoning straight away (here we
cap pragmatic reasoning at order 2, as previous
simulation work has shown that orders higher than
2 yield diminishing returns in terms of communicative success; Blokpoel et al., 2020). As this
paper focuses on disambiguation by the listener,
we keep the speaker model that these two subtypes
of pragmatic listener interact with constant: a ‘fully
pragmatic’ speaker who starts at the maximum order of pragmatic reasoning straight away. Below
we give a computational-level description of production and interpretation in this pragmatic model.
P RODUCTION
Input: L and L(s) as defined above (see Production in Interactional Model; Section 3.1.1). An
order of pragmatic inference n = 2, and an intended referent r ∈ R.
Output: The signal s that maximizes the probability PrSSn (s | r, L).

3.1.2 Pragmatic model
The pragmatic model is based on the RSA framework (Frank and Goodman, 2012; Goodman and
Frank, 2016). This framework models pragmatic
reasoning as a chain of social recursion, in which
the speaker reasons about the listener when choosing a signal, and the listener reasons about the
speaker when interpreting a signal. Figure 1 shows
the chain of reasoning used in the current model.

PrSSn (s | r, L) = P

PrSLn (r | s, L)

s0 ∈S

PrSLn (r | s, L) = P

PrSLn (r | s0 , L)

PrSSn−1 (s | r, L)

S
r0 ∈R PrSn−1 (s

In order to not stack the deck against the pragmatic agents in terms of computational burden, we
further distinguish between two subtypes of pragmatic agents: ‘frugally pragmatic’ and ‘fully pragmatic’. A frugally pragmatic listener starts out
at a low level of social recursion (order n = 1),
and only ‘levels up’ to a higher order of pragmatic

(7)

PrSS0 (s | r, L) = δS (s|r, L)

(8)

L(s, r)
0
s0 ∈S L(s , r)

(9)

δS (s|r, L) = P
Figure 1: Pragmatic reasoning model for listener and
speaker. Arrow direction represents a ‘reasons about’
relationship, illustrating the recursive reasoning being
done by the agents. Agents reason about increasingly
lower levels, eventually bottoming out in a literal listener or speaker respectively.

| r0 , L)

(6)

For pragmatic production, the speaker reasons
about the listener (Equation 6), who in turn reasons
about the speaker being one order of pragmatic
reasoning below (Equation 7). Finally, this bottoms
out to reasoning about a literal (zero-order) speaker
(Equation 8), where the normalised lexicon comes
into play (Equation 9).
I NTERPRETATION
Input: L and L(s) as defined above (see Production in Interactional Model; Section 3.1.1). An
order of pragmatic inference n with a maximum at
nmax = 2. An entropy threshold Ht determining
whether the entropy H is too high or sufficiently
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low. And finally an observed signal s ∈ S.
Output: Let PrL
Ln (r | s, L) be the posterior distribution over referents given s and L, and let
H(R|s, L) be the conditional entropy (i.e. uncertainty) of that distribution. The output is an inferred
referent r given the signal, if needed by moving a
level up on the order of pragmatic reasoning:



RSA I NTERPRETATION (n + 1)








arg maxr∈R PrL

Ln (r | s, L)









PrL
Ln (r | s, L) = P

PrL
Sn (s | r, L) = P

| r0 , L)

PrL
Ln−1 (r | s, L)

s0 ∈S

0
PrL
Ln−1 (r | s , L)

PrL
L0 (r | s, L) = δL (r|s, L)
L(s, r)
δL (r|s, L) = P
0
r0 ∈R L(s, r )
H(R|s, L) =

X

(11)
(12)

MI is easy

⇐⇒ MI ≤ MK and MK is easy

MI is hard

⇐⇒ MI ≥ MK and MK is hard

if H(R|s, L)
> Ht , and
n < nmax
if H(R|s, L)
≤ Ht , or
n = nmax

PrL
Sn (s | r, L)
L
r0 ∈R PrSn (s

time of the fastest possible algorithm that computes
the specified input-output mapping. Worst-case
complexity is most appropriate assuming that all
instances from the model’s input domain may possibly occur.3 The computational complexity of a
model can be proven by reduction or by proposing
an algorithm, and is given in terms of the input size
of the model (e.g., the size of the lexicon).
In the first method (reduction), one constructs a
mathematical relationship, i.e., a polynomial-time
reduction, between the model of interest (say MI )
and a model who’s complexity is known (say MK ).
A reduction proves that either MI is a special case
of MK or the other way around.4 Depending on
the complexity of MK , the reduction may inform
us about the complexity of MI . If MI reduces to
MK and MK is easy, then MI must be easy too,
because we can use the ‘fast’ algorithm that exists
for MK to compute MI . If MK reduces to MI and
MK is hard, then MI must be hard too, otherwise
if MI would be easy, we could compute MK easily
too. A reduction is denoted as A ≤ B, where A
reduces to B.

(10)

(13)

Pr(r | s, L)×

r∈R

log2

1
Pr(r | s, L)

(14)

For pragmatic interpretation, the listener reasons
about the speaker (Equation 10), who in turn reasons about the listener being one order of pragmatic
reasoning below (Equation 11). This bottoms out to
reasoning about a literal (zero-order) listener (Equation 12), where the normalised lexicon comes into
play (Equation 13). Finally, the conditional entropy
of the probability distribution over referents given
the signal is shown in Equation 14.
3.2

Polynomial time reductions can be used to prove
that models are easy or hard. Easy models belong
to the complexity class P and for these models
there exist polynomial-time (or faster) algorithms.
Hard models belong to class NP-hard; these models are as hard as all other models in NP and require
exponential time or worse, assuming that P 6= NP.
See Table 2 for example resource requirements.
In the second method (proposing an algorithm),
one creates an algorithm that computes the model
exactly and then analyses the algorithm’s complexity profile. Unless one can prove the algorithm is
the fastest, this method gives an upperbound on the
model’s computational complexity. This method
affords comparison between models of similar complexity class. This is the method we use to deter3

Complexity theory

Computational-level models such as those above
have very specific computational resource demands.
These demands can be analysed using mathematical proof techniques from computational complexity theory (Garey and Johnson, 1979). A model’s resource demands (also referred to as computational
complexity) are defined by the worst-case running
181

If one finds this assumption to generic, one can propose a
restricted special case model. Such a model may have a different computational complexity. Parameterized complexity
analysis (Downey and Fellows, 1999; van Rooij et al., 2019)
is a sophisticated approach for investigating various special
case models.
4
A polynomial-time reduction from A to B does not
strictly prove a special case relationship. Formally it proves
that at polynomial cost any input of A can be transformed
into an equivalent input for B such that the output of B is
consistent with the output of A.

mine the complexity of the interactional and pragmatic models, because they are both polynomialtime computable. We illustrate this method using
matrix row normalization. Given a definition of
basic computation step (e.g., multiplication), input size (e.g., max(|rows|, |columns|)) and an algorithm (see Algorithm 1), one expresses the number
of required computation steps. Here, n2 computations steps are required.
Algorithm 1: Matrix row normalization
taking 2kl = n2 steps, where n =
max(k, l).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Data: M is a k × l matrix
for i ← 1 to k do
for j ← 1 to l do
Si ← Si + Mij ;
end
end
for i ← 1 to k do
for j ← 1 to l do
Mij ← Mij /Si ;
end
end

n

log n

5
20
50
100
250
500

.0069ms
.013ms
.017ms
.020ms
.026ms
.027ms

Easy
n
.5ms
2ms
5mss
10ms
25mss
50mss

// k x l steps

// k x l steps

n3

Hard
2n

12.5ms
.8s
1.3s
100s
26min
3.5h

3.2ms
105s
31,274,997h
9.6×1019 y
1.4×1065 y
9.6×10140 y

Table 2: Illustration of time required to compute models of varying complexity with input size n.

Using the second method, we derived upper bounds
on the computational complexity of each model
(see Appendix B for the full proofs). Table 3
shows the computational complexity for the different agent types.
Interactional

Frugally
pragmatic

Fully
pragmatic

2m(t − 1) +
2mt + 2m

1: 16m2 + 4m
2: 20m2 + 4m

20m2 + 2m

Table 3: Computational complexity comparison across
agent types. m denotes the maximum of |S| and |R|
(number of signals and referents, respectively), and t
denotes the number of turns. Frugally pragmatic agents
may end up in one of two scenarios: either (1) they are
sufficiently certain about their 1st -order inference or (2)
they will make an additional 2nd -order inference.

3.3

Simulation details

For the purposes of this paper, we assume that
there is no disparity between the agent types within
a given speaker-listener pair, meaning that interactional speakers always converse with an interactional listener, and pragmatic speakers always
converse with a pragmatic listener. This provides
a clear-cut contrast to compare the effect of OIR
versus pragmatic reasoning on efficiency in communication.
We ran simulations to see which agent type performs best at communicating efficiently (which we
break down into communicative success and resource costs). These simulations consist of a set
of interactions between two agents. An interaction starts with the speaker being assigned a randomly chosen intended referent, and ends when
the listener reaches an interpretation based on the
signal(s) sent by the speaker. If the agents are of
the interactional type, they can use multiple turns;
if the agents are pragmatic, the speaker can only
send one signal. We cap the number of turns at
2 × |S| − 1, to make sure agents do not get stuck in
an infinite loop of other-initiated repair. In addition
to interacting agents being of the same type, we
also assume that there is no asymmetry between
interacting agents: they always share the same lexicon.
In the simulations described below, we looked at
three different lexicon sizes (|S| × |R|=6x4, 15x10,
and 30x20) in order to investigate how the efficiency of the different strategies scales with lexicon size. We kept the ambiguity of the lexicons
constant at a moderate level of 0.5 (given that we
are interested in disambiguation), and the entropy
threshold constant at Ht = 1.0 bits (which corresponds approximately to a probability distribution
where most of the probability mass is distributed
equally over two referents).Following Blokpoel
et al. (2020), we define lexicon ambiguity as mean
signal ambiguity, and signal ambiguity as the relative number of referents a signal is associated with.
Appendix A shows additional simulation results
that explore the effects of varying the ambiguity
level and entropy threshold parameters.
For each combination of parameter settings, we
randomly generate 1,000 lexicons of the corresponding size and ambiguity level, and have the
corresponding pair of agents interact for 2 × |R|
times (about randomly selected referential intentions). We constrain the set of possible lexicons
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such that (i) each referent has at least one signal
associated with it, and (ii) each signal has an equal
level of ambiguity. The latter constraint is to avoid
potential effects of skewed ambiguity (e.g. when
half of the signals refer to all referents and the other
signals to none, in the case of a mean ambiguity of
0.5) (Blokpoel et al., 2020).
3.4

Measures: Communicative success and
resource costs

For each simulation, we measured (i) the communicative success, (ii) the interactional cost, and
(iii) the computational cost. We define communicative success as 1.0 if the listener’s interpretation matches the speaker’s intended referent, and
0.0 otherwise. We define interactional cost as the
number of turns (i.e. the total number of signals
and repair initiators that are sent back and forth
between speaker and listener). Computational resource requirements are based on the complexity
upper bound derived for each model (see Table 3
and Appendix B).

4

(a)

Results

Figure 2a shows the mean communicative success for the different agent types and lexicon sizes.
The frugally pragmatic listeners were always sufficiently certain about the intended referent of the
speaker when using a lexicon of size 6x4, resulting
in the agents staying with their first order inference
for that lexicon size. For the lexicon sizes of 15x10
and 30x20, the frugally pragmatic listeners were
always too uncertain about the speaker’s intended
referent, and therefore always went up to order
n = 2.5
As Figure 2a shows, the pragmatic agents have
an advantage in terms of communicative success
for the smallest lexicon size (6x4), while for bigger
lexicon sizes (15x10 and 30x20) the interactional
agents have an advantage. This can be accounted
for by the fact that the interactional agents do not
use OIR for a lexicon with only 4 referents and an
ambiguity level of 0.5 (see Figure 2b), as they are
already certain enough6 , and therefore choose ran-

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Communicative success by agent type and
lexicon size (horizontal lines indicate chance level, error bars 95% CIs). (b) Number of turns by lexicon size
(interactional agents only); turns >1 increment by 2
since repair sequences are paired turns. (c) Computational complexity (in basic computation steps) by agent
type and lexicon size. For interactional agents with a
6 × 4 lexicon no data is visible as the computation cost
is very small (48) relative to the range of the y-axis.

5

This model behaviour depends on the entropy threshold
(lower values mean agents tolerate less uncertainty), ambiguity
level (more ambiguous lexicons lead to more uncertainty),
and lexicon size (larger lexicons result in more dispersed
probability distributions, which causes higher uncertainty).
See Appendix A for results with different parameter settings.
6
Recall that the entropy threshold of 1.0 bits corresponds
approximately to an equal distribution of probability mass
over two referents.
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domly between two referents straight away (resulting in ∼50% communicative success). For bigger
lexicons, however, they do use OIR, which explains
the increased communicative success: through multiple turns they can reduce referential uncertainty.

Interactional agents perform approximately
equally well with the bigger lexicons of 15x10 and
30x20, while the pragmatic agents show a steady
decline in communicative success for bigger lexicon sizes. This decline can be explained by bigger
lexicons resulting in more dispersed probability
distributions, which causes less certainty for both
speakers and listeners when choosing their productions and interpretations. This is more of a problem
for pragmatic agents as they cannot do anything
other than go one level up in pragmatic reasoning,
while interactional agents can take as many turns
as needed to reduce referential uncertainty (for as
far as their lexicon allows). For pragmatic agents,
we see no difference in communicative success between the Frugally Pragmatic and Fully Pragmatic
strategies. This is as expected since they have access to the same pragmatic reasoning mechanisms
and differ only in the successive deployment of
orders of reasoning.
Figure 2b shows the distribution of the number
of turns for the interactional agents. Here, a clear
effect of lexicon size is visible: the bigger the lexicon, the more turns are used. This is unsurprising
given that larger lexicons (given a constant ambiguity level) contain more referent associations per
signal. Therefore, a larger lexicon causes more
uncertainty, which results in more turns. (Note that
we allowed agents to take more turns for bigger
lexicons: we set a cap at 2 × |S| − 1 turns.) For the
smallest lexicon size of 6x4, only one turn (i.e. one
speaker production) is needed for the listener to be
certain enough to end the interaction, meaning that
listeners do not make use of OIR for this lexicon
size. Most interactional sequences take less than
10 turns in total regardless of lexicon size. This
means that interactional listeners need on average
less than 5 repair attempts to reach a sufficiently
certain interpretation.
Figure 2c shows the computation cost (as means
of the computational complexity) by agent type
and lexicon size. For the interactional agents, the
average number of turns per lexicon size (6x4: 1.0,
15x10: 3.0, and 30x20: 4.7 turns) is entered into the
computation cost, since the worst case is defined
by an artificial limit on interaction length. As mentioned above, the frugally pragmatic agents always
went up to order n = 2 for lexicon sizes 15x10 and
30x20, resulting in almost the same computation
cost as for the fully pragmatic agents (see also Table 3). Only for a lexicon of size 6x4 the frugally

pragmatic agents were certain enough to stay with
their first-order inference, ending up with a slightly
lower computation cost than the fully pragmatic
agents.
There is a substantial difference in computation
cost between the interactional and pragmatic agent
types. Especially for larger lexicons the computation cost is considerably lower for interactional
than for pragmatic agents. Compared to this difference, the degree to which computation cost is
reduced for Frugally Pragmatic compared to Fully
Pragmatic agents is a lot smaller. The effect of
lexicon size is smaller for the interactional compared to the pragmatic agents, as the computation
cost increases linearly with lexicon size for interactional agents, while it increases quadratically with
lexicon size for pragmatic agents (see Table 3).

5

Discussion

Can communicators reduce their computational
burden through interaction? We showed using a
theoretical analysis that the use of other-initiated
repair can be more efficient than pragmatic reasoning in communication, by reducing the computational demands of pragmatic reasoning through
interaction. The chief computational advantage of
repair in our model derives from the fact that it
trades recursive pragmatic inferences (which scale
quadratically with lexicon size) for computationally
simpler conjunctions (which scale linearly). This
advantage seems to scale to bigger lexicon sizes as
well, with the communicative success of the interactional agents not being affected by lexicon size,
whereas pragmatic agents’ communicative success
decreases. This supports the hypothesis that communicating agents can leverage interactive repair
to reduce their computational burden, essentially
outsourcing individual computation to interaction.
A number of design choices may affect the generalisability of these results. First, we have modelled
only a simple form of interactive repair, albeit one
corresponding to a widely used repair format (the
open request). Other forms of repair may have
different computational complexity profiles. For
instance, restricted offers hold up a candidate understanding for confirmation, and their formulation
likely requires some degree of pragmatic reasoning,
adding to the computational complexity (Schlöder
and Fernández, 2015). Also, dealing with some
forms of repair may involve belief revision (WilkesGibbs and Clark, 1992), which requires context-
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sensitive abductive inferences known to be computationally intractable (Abdelbar and Hedetniemi,
1998; Bylander et al., 1991; Thagard and Verbeurgt,
1998). In sum, other-initiated repair is not a monolithic phenomenon, and the analytical tools we supply here can be used to systematically investigate
the computational tractability of a range of possible interactional strategies (see e.g. Ginzburg and
Fernández, 2010; van Rooij et al., 2011).
Another limitation is that the conditions under
which the agents communicate are unrealistic in
that all agent pairs share the exact same lexicon.
Any potential misunderstanding thus stems solely
from ambiguity, and not from one agent associating a given signal with a slightly different set of
referents than their interlocutor. Relaxing this assumption is likely to cause problems for the simple
repair strategy presented here, because it is based
on conjunction. If interactional agents would base
their (literal) productions and interpretations on
conjunctions of more asymmetrical lexicons, divergences between intended referent and interpretation would soon arise, in which case we predict a
decrease in communicative success, and therefore
in efficiency. Pragmatic agents, on the other hand,
have been shown to be able to leverage a moderate
level of ambiguity in their lexicons to overcome
asymmetry (Blokpoel et al., 2020).
We now consider two possible extensions to the
current modelling work. Note, however, that these
both come with additional computational demands
and require careful theoretical re-analysis to investigate where efficiency trade-offs may play a role.
First, a hybrid model of pragmatic inference and
other-initiated repair might combine the best of
both worlds. The question then is if agents can
achieve communicative success while keeping resource demands low by having their choice of strategy depend on an assessment of the situation. For
example, in a speaker role, such a hybrid agent
could ‘level up’ to a higher order of pragmatic reasoning in response to a repair initiator. Such hybrid
agents will of course need a meta-cognitive capacity to decide which strategy to use (for instance by
reasoning about the level of asymmetry between
themselves and their interlocutor). This meta-level
reasoning would bring additional computational
resource demands that would affect the agents’ efficiency. While a hybrid strategy may be able to
preserve some of the efficiency trade-offs we have
documented here, it is an open question whether

they would not be dwarfed by the added computational cost of meta-cognition (see e.g. Otworowska
et al., 2018).
Second, agents may revise their beliefs about
the way their interlocutors use signals on the basis of conversation history, in order to overcome
asymmetry (Hawkins et al., 2017). This form of
updating might be able to explain why people are
successful communicators while spending minimal
interactional resources, but it comes at a computational cost too. Consider that agents would have
to entertain the possibility that their interlocutor
has any in principally possible lexicon, and from
those infer the ones that are most likely given their
conversation history. There exist, however, exponentially many possible lexicons (viz. 2n for a
lexicon of binary mappings, where n is the lexicon
size, Blokpoel et al., 2020)7 .
Which of these (or other) models best explains
the relation between interactive repair and pragmatic reasoning is an empirical question. Here
we have shown that formal models informed by
research on human interaction (Albert and Ruiter,
2018) can bring us closer to an understanding of
the cognitive and communicative capacities of interacting people. The question of communicative
efficiency is inherently one of computational plausibility. This question is best addressed through
careful theoretical analysis as we have shown here.
Further modelling can be used to refine our computational understanding of the phenomenon prior to
empirical testing (cf. van Rooij and Baggio, 2020).

6

Conclusion

Using theoretical analysis, we showed that a simple
form of other-initiated repair can ease the computational burden of pragmatic reasoning and thereby
contribute to communicative efficiency. Our models make several simplifying assumptions, so scaling them to other interactional strategies will increase computational demands and perhaps alter
the division of labour. Besides offering a proof
of concept of how repair can ease the computational demands of communication, our methods
pave the way for principled theory-driven analyses
of how people balance cognitive and interactional
resources in human interaction.
For 30 signals and 20 referents there exist 230×20 =
1152921504606846976 possible alternatives lexicons to consider. Even when agents can consider a million alternatives
per second, it would take them about 3.6 years to update each
time they hear their interlocutor speak.
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A

Additional Results

This appendix shows the simulation results for all
different parameter settings that were run, by way
of a robustness check. The parameters that were
manipulated are (i) the ambiguity level, (ii) the entropy threshold (i.e. the level of uncertainty that the
listener is willing to tolerate) and (iii) the lexicon
size.
Figure 3 shows the mean communicative success for the different parameter settings for which

simulations were run. For lexicon size 6x4, no
data is shown for the agents of type Frugally Pragmatic 1 for the entropy thresholds of 0.8 and 1.0
bits combined with an ambiguity level of 0.8, as
in these conditions all frugally pragmatic listeners
levelled up to a higher order of pragmatic reasoning
(for which the data can be found under Frugally
Pragmatic Agents 2). For agents of type Frugally
Pragmatic 2 with lexicon size 6x4, no data is available for any of the entropy thresholds combined
with an ambiguity level of 0.2, and for the entropy
thresholds of 1.0 and 1.5 bits combined with an ambiguity level of 0.5, because the frugally pragmatic
listeners never levelled up to second-order reasoning in these conditions. For the Frugally Pragmatic
Agents 1 the same happened for the larger lexicons
of 15x10 and 30x20 with an ambiguity level of
either 0.5 or 0.8 (and for the combination of an
ambiguity level of 0.2 with an entropy threshold of
either 0.8 or 1.0 bits for the lexicon size of 30x20),
as all agents went an order up here as well (i.e.,
data for these parameter settings is shown under
Frugally Pragmatic Agents 2). For the Frugally
Pragmatic Agents 2, there is no data for the lexicon size of 15x10, an ambiguity level of 0.2 and
entropy thresholds of 1.0 and 1.5 bits, as no agents
went up from order 1 to order 2 in these conditions.
Finally, the fully pragmatic agents did not have
the possibility to move an order up, therefore no
entropy threshold was set.
First of all, the expected effect of ambiguity level
is visible: the higher the ambiguity level, the lower
the communicative success. This holds for almost
all conditions, except for the Frugally Pragmatic
Agents 1 with a lexicon size of 6x4 and an entropy
threshold of 1.5 bits. Here we can see a slight
improvement in communicative success when the
ambiguity goes up from 0.5 to 0.8, which can be
explained by the fact that for a high ambiguity
level, these agents decide to go up to order 2 of
pragmatic reasoning most of the time, and only
stay with order 1 when they are sufficiently certain
about the speaker’s intended referent. Another exception when it comes to the effect of ambiguity
level on the communicative success can be detected
for the interactional agents with a lexicon size of
15x10, for the entropy thresholds of 1.0 and 1.5 bits
and an ambiguity level of 0.2 and 0.5: here, the interactional agents perform better with an ambiguity
level of 0.5 than 0.2. This is due to the fact that an
ambiguity level of 0.2 for a lexicon size of 15x10
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Figure 3: The mean communicative success for the different parameter settings: different agent types, entropy
thresholds, ambiguity levels and lexicon sizes. For the frugally pragmatic agents 1, a lexicon size of 6x4, entropy
thresholds of 1.0 and 0.8 bits, and an ambiguity level of 0.8 there is no data available as all agents went up on
the order of pragmatic reasoning, for which the data is represented below at the frugally pragmatic agents 2 for
a lexicon size of 6x4 (because the agents went up from an order of 1 to 2). Notice though that for a lexicon size
of 6x4 no data is shown for an ambiguity level of 0.2 or an ambiguity level of 0.5 combined with an entropy
threshold of either 1.0 or 1.5 bits, as no agents decided to go up from an order of 1 to 2. Again, for the frugally
pragmatic agents 1 for the larger lexicons of 15x10 and 30x20 with an ambiguity level of either 0.5 or 0.8 (and for
the combination of an ambiguity level of 0.2 and an entropy threshold of either 0.8 or 1.0 bits for the lexicon size
of 30x20), all agents went an order up as well, explaining why no data is shown here. For the frugally pragmatic
agents 2, there is no data for the lexicon size of 15x10, an ambiguity level of 0.2 and entropy thresholds of 1.0
and 1.5 bits, as no agents went up from an order of 1 to 2. Finally, the fully pragmatic agents did not have the
possibility to move an order up, therefore no entropy threshold was set. The white outlines indicate the simulation
results reported in the main body of the paper.

means that every signal refers to 2 referents. Therefore, agents do not use OIR for this ambiguity level
as they have already reached the entropy threshold
from the start; when the entropy threshold is set to
1.0 bits (or higher), agents are satisfied with having their set of possible interpretations narrowed
down to two approximately equiprobable candidates. With a higher ambiguity level the agents
188

do need to use OIR for these entropy thresholds,
therefore they can reach an entropy level under the
entropy threshold and only have one referent left
to choose from in some cases.
Secondly, the entropy threshold is used to manipulate how much uncertainty a listener allows for in
a conversation; we ran simulations with three different entropy thresholds: 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5. With an

Figure 4: The mean number of turns for the interactional agents for the different parameter settings: different
entropy thresholds, ambiguity levels and lexicon sizes. The white outlines indicate the simulation results reported
in the main body of the paper.

entropy threshold of 0.8 bits, listeners are quite certain about which referent to choose, as one referent
has a higher probability than the others. An entropy
threshold of 1.0 bits means that the listener still has
to choose between two more or less equally probable referents given a signal. Finally, with an entropy
threshold of 1.5 bits, listeners have to choose between three more or less equally probable referents
given a signal.8 For the fully pragmatic agents the
entropy threshold does not play a role, as these
agents start at the maximum order of pragmatic
reasoning (n = 2) from the beginning, regardless
of their level of (un)certainty. When looking at the
results in Figure 3, a clear effect of entropy threshold is not detectable. Overall, we can spot a small
effect of the lowest entropy threshold of 0.8 bits
leading to a higher communicative success, but this
effect is not consistent across conditions and not
very visible between the entropy thresholds of 1.0
and 1.5 bits.
Finally, an effect of lexicon size can be seen as
well: for bigger lexicons the communicative success tends to be lower than for smaller ones. As
discussed in the main body of the paper, this is due
to bigger lexicons resulting in more dispersed probability distributions over signals and referents (for
speakers and listeners respectively). Furthermore,
we can observe that frugally pragmatic listeners go
an order up in pragmatic reasoning (thereby entering the Frugally Pragmatic 2 scenario) when the
ambiguity level is higher and when the lexicon size
8
We can make these generalisations based on the definition of conditional entropy, but note that a given conditional
entropy value can in principle correspond to a number of
different probability distributions.

is larger, which happens more often for the agents
who tolerate less uncertainty (i.e. have a lower
entropy threshold). This is in line with our expectations, as bigger lexicons with higher ambiguity
levels cause more dispersed probabilities over the
referents given a signal. A listener who is uncertain
about the speaker’s intended referent is more likely
to go up on the order of reasoning, and this effect
will be stronger if the listener has a lower entropy
threshold.
Figure 4 shows the mean number of turns for
the interactional agents for the different ambiguity
levels and entropy thresholds. These parameters
have a clear effect on the number of turns. The
higher the ambiguity level, the more turns are used
to be certain enough about the speaker’s intended
referent. Next, the lower the entropy threshold,
the more turns are needed to be certain enough
(as a lower entropy threshold means that the agent
tolerates less uncertainty). And finally, regarding
the lexicon size: the bigger the lexicon, the more
turns are needed to be certain enough, as bigger
lexicons lead to more dispersed probability distributions over the referents given the signal(s).
As mentioned above, for lower entropy thresholds, agents want to eliminate more uncertainty (i.e.
gain a lower conditional entropy), which they try to
achieve by taking more turns. However, we can observe in Figure 4 that there is not a (big) difference
in the number of turns that the agents take between
an entropy threshold of 1.0 and 1.5 bits, which
means that after some turns agents are equally certain for both entropy thresholds (probably both fall
under 1.0, regardless of the threshold).
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Figure 5: The computational complexity for different
numbers of turns for different lexicon sizes, for the interactional agents.

Next, Figure 5 shows the computational complexity for the interactional agents for the different
lexicon sizes and numbers of turns. Here, we can
see that the computational complexity goes up for
bigger lexicons and more turns, as expected.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the difference in conditional entropy over turns for different lexicon sizes
for the interactional agents (as the pragmatic agents
only perform one turn), meaning that the entropy
difference of turn 2 for instance is given by:

Figure 6: The difference in entropy between the number of turns for different lexicon sizes for the interactional agents.

B

Computational Complexity Analysis of
Interactional, Frugally Pragmatic and
Fully Pragmatic Communication
Strategies

B.1

Agent types and computational
operations

We distinguish three agent types:

∆H = H(t2 ) − H(t1 )
Here we can see that for the smaller lexicon sizes,
the entropy difference between turns is smaller.
Moreover, we can observe that around 10 turns
the entropy does not differ much anymore when
taking more turns, meaning that taking more than
10 turns in total (i.e. 5 per agent; including 5 counts
of OIR) is not very effective when it comes to the
listener’s certainty about their interpretation. This
is in line with the result discussed in the body of
the paper that the interactional agents, regardless
of lexicon size, take less than 5 turns most of the
time.

1. Interactional agents: Use other-initiated repair and conjunction to get to mutual understanding
2. Frugally pragmatic agents: Speaker is always order 2, but listener starts at order 1, and
only levels up to order 2 when uncertainty is
too high
3. Fully pragmatic agents: Both speaker and
listener are order 2. Listener’s strategy doesn’t
depend on their uncertainty
Together, these three agent types make use of
three different operations of which we can analyse
the computational complexity:
1. Conjunction (only used by interactional
agents)
2. Entropy (only used by listeners of the interactional and frugally pragmatic agent types)
3. Inference (used by all agent types)
Below, we will analyse the computational complexity of the relevant operations for the three different agent types listed above in turn.
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B.2

Computational complexity analysis

Algorithm 2 has to be performed exactly once for
each turn t > 1 after the first turn. Therefore, this
conjunction operation has to be performed exactly
t − 1 times in a given interaction. Thus, the overall
computational complexity of conjunction for the
interactional speaker is |S|(t − 1).
To determine which signal to send next, the
speaker has to go along the column of their intended referent, and select the signal that has the
highest value. Given that every agent type has to
do this inference step, let’s assume that lookup
is free. In that case the speaker has to make |S|
comparisons to check which signal has the highest
value.
Taken together, this means that the computational complexity for the interactional speaker strategy as a whole (per interaction) is |S|(t − 1) + |S|.

Let’s start with distinguishing between |S| (number of signals) and |R| (number of referents) in
our computational complexity analysis. We can
later simplify by subsuming these two variables
under a single variable m, which simply takes on
whichever value is the maximum out of |S| and
|R|.
B.2.1 Interactional agents
Interactional speaker The interactional speaker
has to do one conjunction step and one inference
step per turn.
The conjunction step updates the lexicon L0
(which exists only within a particular interaction
and is ‘reset’ to the speaker’s original lexicon at the
start of each new interaction) by multiplying each
value in the column corresponding to rintended in
L0 with the corresponding value in the signal row
corresponding to the signal that was last sent st−1 .
This operation is specified below in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Conjunction operation for interactional speaker
Data: L0 is a lexicon matrix with |S| rows
and |R| columns. rintended is the
speaker’s intended referent. st−1 is
the latest signal in the dialogue
history Dr . Note that we assume that
at each turn t, L0 contains the
outcome of the conjunction operation
that was performed at the previous
turn t − 1 (if such a previous turn
exists). If t = 1, L0 is identical to the
speaker’s lexicon L.
Result: An updated lexicon L0 on which the
conjunction operation has been
performed given rintended and st−1 .
Note that the only values that are
updated in L0 are the cells in the
column corresponding to rintended .
1 for i ← 1 to |S| do
2
L0i,rintended =
L0i,rintended ∗ Lst−1 ,rintended ;
3 end
The computational complexity of step 2 in algorithm 2 is |S| (i.e. the multiplication operation has
to be done exactly once for each cell in the column
corresponding to rintended ).

Interactional listener In addition to the conjunction and inference steps, the interactional listener
has to do an entropy step in between, to decide
whether to move on to the inference step (if entropy is low), or whether to respond with a repair
initiator (if entropy is high).
Let’s again go through the steps in order:
The conjunction step updates the lexicon L0
(which exists only within a particular interaction
and is ‘reset’ to the listener’s original lexicon at
the start of each new interaction) by multiplying
the signal row corresponding to the first signal that
was received in the interaction st=1 with the signal row corresponding to the signal that was last
received st−1 . This operation is specified below in
algorithm 3.
The computational complexity of step 2 in algorithm 3 is |R| (i.e. the multiplication operation
has to be done exactly once for each cell in the row
corresponding to signal st=1 ).
Just like for the interactional speaker, algorithm
3 has to be performed exactly once for each turn
t > 1 after the first turn. Therefore, this conjunction operation has to be performed exactly t − 1
times in a given interaction. Thus, the overall computational complexity of conjunction for the interactional listener is |R|(t − 1).
At each turn of the interaction (including the
very first turn), the listener does an entropy step to
check how certain they are about their inference
over possible intended referents. The entropy of
the probability distribution over referents given the
received signal s and the lexicon updated according to the dialogue history LDr (what is called L0
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egy as a whole (per interaction) is |R|(t − 1) +
2|R|t + |R|.

Algorithm 3: Conjunction operation for interactional listener
Data: L0 is a lexicon matrix with |S| rows
and |R| columns. st−1 is the latest
signal in the dialogue history Dr .
Note that we assume that at each turn
t, L0 contains the outcome of the
conjunction operation that was
performed at the previous turn t − 1
(if such a previous turn exists). If
t = 1, L0 is identical to the listener’s
lexicon L.
Result: An updated lexicon L0 on which the
conjunction operation has been
performed given st=1 (the first
signal in the interaction) and st−1
(the latest signal in the interaction).
Note that the only values that are
updated in L0 are the cells in the
row corresponding to st=1 (i.e. the
signal that was received in the very
first turn of the interaction).
1 for i ← 1 to |R| do
2
L0st=1 ,i = L0st=1 ,i ∗ L0st−1 ,i ;
3 end

B.2.2 Pragmatic agents
We can consider the RSA operation of updating the
matrix of production/reception probabilities separately from the inference step of choosing an actual
utterance or interpretation. The computational complexity of that RSA step by itself (for speakers and
listeners alike) is (2 + 4n)|S||R|, where n is the
order of pragmatic reasoning.
The idea behind this is that a pragmatic agent
has to normalise 2n times (first along the rows
and then along the columns for production, or first
along the columns and then along the rows for
interpretation; and that n times). Each normalisation step itself takes 2|S||R| (taking the sum over
rows or columns takes |S||R| steps, then dividing
each cell by the relevant sum also takes |S||R|
steps). Taken together, this makes 2n · 2|S||R| =
(4n)|S||R| steps. However, we haven’t yet incorporated the first normalisation step which turns the
lexicon of binary mappings into a level-0 speaker
(in the case of pragmatic production) or a level-0
listener (in the case of pragmatic interpretation).
As explained above, this initial normalisation operation consists of 2|S||R| steps, so if we add it in,
we get: (2 + 4n)|S||R|.
above) is given by equation 15.
If we combine this with the inference step
(which, as we saw above, is |S| for speakers,
X
1
and |R| for listeners), we get (2 + 4n)|S||R| +
H(R|s, LDr ) =
P r(r|s, LDr )log2
P r(r|s, LDr ) max(|S|, |R|). Which is a generic computational
r∈R
complexity analysis for pragmatic agents in general.
(15)
But we can make this more specific by considering
Thus, the listener has to first do a multiplication
speakers and listeners separately, as we do below.
operation for each r ∈ |R|, and then sum each of
the |R| resulting values together. This means that
Frugally pragmatic speaker The frugally pragthe computational complexity of the entropy cal- matic speaker strategy is exactly the same as the
culation is 2|R|. Because the entropy calculation
fully pragmatic speaker strategy; see the correhappens at every single turn, the overall compu- sponding complexity analysis below under ‘Fully
tational complexity of the entropy operation for a
pragmatic speaker’.
given interaction is 2|R|t.
Once the entropy falls below the entropy thresh- Frugally pragmatic listener For the frugally
pragmatic listener, the computational complexity
old, or once the cap on the number of turns has
of this strategy depends on whether the listener
been reached, the listener will decide to move to
the inference step to actually interpret the signal(s). decides to level up to order 2 or not.
In order to do that, the listener has to go along
• Scenario 1: In this scenario, the listener
the row corresponding to the first signal that was
doesn’t level up, which means that n = 1.
sent st=1 and select the referent that has the highThis
yields: (2 + 4n)|S||R| = (2 + (4 ∗
est value. To do this, the listener has to make |R|
1))|S||R|
= 6|S||R| for the RSA operation.
comparisons.
This is then combined with the entropy calTaken together, this means that the computaculation, which, as shown above, takes 2|R|
tional complexity for the interactional listener strat192

Speaker
Listener

Interactional

Frugally
pragmatic

Fully
pragmatic

|S|(t − 1) + |S|
|R|(t−1)+2|R|t+|R|

10|S||R| + |S|
1:6|S||R| + 2|R| + |R|
2:10|S||R|+2|R|+|R|

10|S||R| + |S|
10|S||R| + |R|

Table 4: Computational complexity comparison across agent types (with speaker and listener strategy summed
together).

Speaker
Listener

Interactional

Frugally
pragmatic

Fully
pragmatic

m(t − 1) + m
m(t − 1) + 2mt + m

10m2 + m
1:6m2 + 2m + m
2:10m2 + 2m + m

10m2 + m
10m2 + m

Table 5: Computational complexity comparison across agent types (with speaker and listener strategy summed
together).

steps.
And finally, the listener has to do an inference
step to come to an actual interpretation. As
shown above, this takes |R| steps.
Taken together, this means that the computational complexity for the frugally pragmatic
listener who doesn’t level up is 6|S||R| +
2|R| + |R|.

RSA production. The RSA operation part for order
n = 2 is (2 + 4n)|S||R| = (2 + (4 ∗ 2)|S||R| =
10|S||R|.
As shown above, the inference step for production takes |S| steps.
Taken together, this means that the computational complexity for the frugally or fully pragmatic speaker is 10|S||R| + |S|.

• Scenario 2: In this scenario, the listener does
level up, which means that n = 2. This
yields: (2 + 4n)|S||R| = (2 + (4 ∗ 2))|S||R|
= 10|S||R| for the RSA operation. (Note that
this subsumes the initial RSA operation at order n = 1; we assume that the listener can
hold on to the outcome of that first n = 1
operation to use it as the basis for their subsequent n = 2 inference.)
This is then combined with the entropy calculation, which, as shown above, takes 2|R|
steps.
And finally, the listener has to do an inference
step to come to an actual interpretation. As
shown above, this takes |R| steps.
Taken together, this means that the computational complexity for the frugally pragmatic
listener who does level up is 10|S||R|+2|R|+
|R|.

Fully pragmatic listener The fully pragmatic
listener starts at order n = 2 straight away, and
doesn’t do any entropy calculation.
Taken together, this means that the computational complexity for the fully pragmatic listener is
10|S||R| + |R|.
B.2.3 Comparison across agent types
Table 4 shows a comparison of the computational
complexity of each strategy.
We can make the computational complexity of
the speaker and listener roles more comparable by
subsuming |S| and |R| under one combined variable m = max(|S|, |R|), which simply takes on
whichever is the highest value out of |S| and |R|.
(Given the parameter settings used in the simulations, this will always be |S|, given that |S| was
fixed at 1.5 × |R|.)

Fully pragmatic speaker The frugally pragmatic speaker and fully pragmatic speaker strategies are exactly the same: they both start at order
n = 2, and don’t do anything other than regular
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Division of labour between speaker and listener
From Table 5 we can read off how the division of
labour between speaker and listener differs between
the different strategies. Only in the fully pragmatic
agent types do speaker and listener do an exactly
equal amount of work. In the interactional strategy,

Interactional

Frugally
pragmatic

Fully
pragmatic

2m(t − 1) + 2mt + 2

1:16m2
2:20m2 + 4m

+

4m

20m2 + 2m

Table 6: Computational complexity comparison across agent types (with speaker and listener strategy summed
together).

the listener always does a bit more work than the
speaker (because the listener thinks about how uncertain they are about their inference; the speaker
in contrast only has to react when they get a repair request). In the frugally pragmatic strategy,
the listener does less work than the speaker when
they can stay at order n = 1 (scenario 1), but more
work than the speaker when they have to level up
to order n = 2 because their initial inference was
too uncertain (scenario 2).
Comparison across agent types (collapsing
across speaker and listener role) Ultimately
however, we are interested in comparing across
agent types. In order to do this, we can sum the
complexity of the speaker and listener within each
agent type together, as shown in Table 6.
As described in Section 4, we used the formulas
in Table 6 in combination with the mean number
of turns derived from the simulations for each separate strategy to yield the computational cost results
shown in Figure 2c.
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